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PERFORMANCE 
CALCULATOR 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6  
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LIMITED ABILITY BASIC ABILITY EMERGING COMPETENT ABILITY COMPETENT AND CONSISTENT 
ABILITY 

CONFIDENT AND ASSURED 
ABILITY 

EXCEPTIONAL ABILITY  

Taxonomy partial, inconsistent, literal, 
elementary, minimal, rushed, 
sporadic, naïve, little creative 
intent, disjointed, pedestrian, 

credible, lacks control over the 
formal elements, vague aims  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

straightforward, deliberate, just 
adequate, methodical, superficial, 
unrefined, crude visual language, 
simplistic reflection, plays safe, 

unresolved, contextual references 
explored but lack relevance, 
defines aims with some 
understanding, developing control 
over the formal elements 
 
 
 
 
 
 

predictable, broadening, makes 
progress, relevant, description not 
explanation, demonstrates 
intentions, appropriate, sufficient 

control, emerging individuality, 
thorough, adequate control over 
the formal elements, contextual 
references inform journey, pursues 
aims with understanding  
 
 
 
 
 
 

diverse, effective, purposeful, 
consistent, skilful, coherent, 
imaginative, informed, some 
perception, satisfies creative intent, 

engaged, consistent control over 
the formal elements, contextual 
references inspire creativity, 
realises some aims, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

independent, realised, sensitive, 
creative, sustained, highly 
inventive, critical, perceptive, 
comprehensive, in-depth, 

insightful, original, genuine creative 
journey, refined, in-depth 
reflection, exciting, comprehensive 
control over the formal elements, 
contextual references shows some 
personal insight, fully realises all 
aims and objectives 
 
 
 
 

inspired, surprising, unique, 
authoritative, genuine discovery, 
adventurous, accepting of the 
unexpected, challenging, fully 

informed, questioning, dexterous, 
erudite, highly intuitive, daring, 
insightful and comprehensive 
exploration of contextual 
references, ideas synthesised into 
highly sophisticated realisations, 
goes beyond aims to produce 
surprising realisations, control over 
the formal elements demonstrate 
fluent sensitivity and understanding  
 

 

AO1  
Develop ideas 
through sustained 
and focused 
investigations 
informed by 
contextual and 
other sources, 
demonstrating 
analytical and 
critical 
understanding  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 AO1 total: 
 
 
   5 

LIMITED 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BASIC 
 
straightforward 
 
superficial, 
 
simplistic reflection 
 
methodical 
 
just adequate, 

EMERGING COMPETENT COMPETENT AND CONSISTENT CONFIDENT AND ASSURED EXCEPTIONAL 

AO2  
Explore and select 
appropriate 
resources, media, 
materials, 
techniques and 
processes, 
reviewing and 
refining ideas as 
work develops  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 AO2 total: 
 
 
 
    5 

LIMITED 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BASIC 
 
Methodical 
 
Superficial 
 
deliberate, 
 
just adequate, 
 
defines aims with some 
understanding 
 
  

EMERGING COMPETENT COMPETENT AND CONSISTENT CONFIDENT AND ASSURED EXCEPTIONAL 

AO3  
Record ideas, 
observations and 
insights relevant to 
intentions, 
reflecting critically 
on work and 
progress  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 AO3 total: 
 
 
 
 
   6 

LIMITED 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

BASIC 
 
methodical, 
 
defines aims with some 
understanding, 
 
developing control over the formal 

elements 
 

EMERGING COMPETENT COMPETENT AND CONSISTENT CONFIDENT AND ASSURED EXCEPTIONAL 

AO4  
Present a personal 
and meaningful 
response that 
realises intentions 
and, where 
appropriate, makes 
connections 
between visual and 
other elements  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 AO4 total: 
 
 
 
 
    5 

LIMITED 
 

BASIC 
 
Straightforward 
 
methodical, 
 
lays safe, 

EMERGING COMPETENT COMPETENT AND CONSISTENT CONFIDENT AND ASSURED EXCEPTIONAL 

       Total mark: 
   21 
 



Examiner  commentary

This submission answers the ESA theme of ‘Variation and Similarity’ through a straightforward and methodical development of portrait painting styles.
The specified aim of the investigation is to explore and practise a range of styles and techniques used by the artists Picasso,  van Gogh, Anna  Bocek  and 
Françoise  Nielly.  The submission takes a methodical approach to responding to the style of each artist in turn, applying appropriate techniques  to 
create portrait paintings and drawings from the candidate’s own photographs of subjects.

Throughout the submission there is a straightforward focus on the development of expressive colour and brushwork to represent  mood and character,
through which the candidate defines aims with some understanding. Critical review of contextual sources is superficial and displays simplistic reflection
of the artists’ concerns and issues. Whilst the resulting outcomes show some developing control over the formal elements, working from secondary 
source images of artists’ work affords limited opportunity to learn about technique and the overall submission meets Basic descriptors throughout.
Creative development of ideas is methodical and superficial. The resulting response is a portrait painting that plays safe in  its composition and has not 
moved far beyond a pastiche of the work of Françoise  Nielly.

AO1:  AO1 is addressed through ideas that are informed by contextual references. The development of ideas takes the form of working  through a 
methodical series of responses to portraits by Picasso, van Gogh, Anna  Bocek  and Françoise  Nielly. The candidates’ own ideas and intentions are mostly
obscured by these contextual  references,  however, they  are slightly evident in the portrait photographs used as sources for paintings ‘in the style of’
each artist in turn. There is some evidence of a developing ownership of the subject as the investigation progresses.  Overall  the assessment for AO1 
meets the Basic descriptors for ideas that play safe, are superficial and just adequate.



Examiner  commentary  continued

AO2:  In addressing AO2, again assessment falls into Performance Level 2, Basic.  Similarly  to the development of ideas, 
experimentation with media is straightforward and deliberate.  There is some evidence that the selection of media for exploration 
has been driven by the candidate’s own intentions; for  example  a personal approach to handling mark-making and colour is just 
adequate and defines aims with some understanding. Review of progress demonstrates a superficial and descriptive use of language;
simplistic reflection allows issues with techniques and ideas to go unresolved.

AO3:  AO3 is addressed more strongly, placing marks for this Assessment Objective in the highest position within Performance Level
3. The exploration of portraiture through photography allows the candidate to demonstrate developing control over the formal 
elements, evidenced, for example, through more considered decisions concerning composition and background, expression and 
angles of the head. The ongoing recording of these  first hand  sources enable the candidate to define aims with some understanding 
in the planning of a final response to the theme.

AO4:  In presenting a response to the theme, this submission remains securely in Performance Level 2. The realisation takes the form
of a portrait that combines elements of the styles of artists studied, exploring expressive colour and brushwork. The resolution  of
the idea and imagery can be traced through a straightforward development of ideas and techniques, retaining a methodical
approach to image and response throughout the submission. The resulting portrait plays safe with style and composition and has not
moved far from the original investigations at the start of the submission.
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